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Another fantastic week at Grange.  Congratulations to our Duke of Edinburgh students for successfully completing their 
Bronze and Silver Practice expedition. Pupils, staff and parents enjoyed a wonderful morning enjoying the Food Show 
Down last Friday.  It looked like great fun.  This is alongside all the amazing curriculum opportunities our pupils have 

been engaging in and with some pupils enjoying the nice weather we have been having with some outdoor activities.  I 
know this has been a welcome break as pupils have been working hard on their assessments and tests the last couple of 

weeks. 

1st July 2022 

In Beech this week, we have been incredibly lucky to start 
our maze projects and use the wood work equipment. These 
were our favourite moments. 
 
Rodney: I liked the lesson a lot, I enjoyed using the saws. 
Ben: I loved using the saw; it was also exciting getting to start 
our maze project. And being able to do some wood work.  
John-Paul: Cutting the wood to the right size and 
measurements was fun, and I liked helping my class mates 
with measuring.  
Kaschan: Cutting the wood was exciting and using the wood 
work equipment.  
Reece: I was happy to start the maze after designing it over 
the last few weeks.  
Ray: My favourite thing was the process of the maze, as I 
have lots of ideas for it.  

Bradley: DT was exciting, starting to make the maze was fun, my maze is Manchester United theme.  
Keith:   I liked sticking down the wood and seeing the maze build up.  

Cedar 

On Friday 24th June Grange Academy were lucky to have a Food 
Showdown where outside visitors put on a great show of culinary skills.  It 
was great to see parents come along to join the fun. 
 
Dawid: The food showdown was good. I chose Mr. Eden’s team to win 
because I think he did a better job with the cooking. 
Abiah: I took part in the Food Showdown. I was on the team called 
‘Green Peas’. We made a stir fry with the ingredients. I cooked the 
noodles. Then I added orange segments and lime juice. It all reduced 
down to a sauce. It was very tasty. 
Kirsty: I enjoyed watching the cooking. I was a judge so I tasted both 
meals. They were both really good but I voted for Green Peas team. It 
was a close decision. 
Kieran: I really enjoyed watching my favourite teacher cooking. Mrs. 

Porter organised it with a man called Ian Rotherham. I would love to have a go if we do another showdown.    
Rebecca: I thought that the Red Chillies were very good, they were concentrating and their food was amazing. I 
was proud of my mum because she answered the questions in the audience. My job was helping meet and greet 
the parents and show them their seats.                                                                            
Ethan:  I enjoyed being on the Green Peas team in the showdown. I had to stir-fry the main ingredients in a wok. I 
was a bit nervous but now I would like to do it again. I think we should have won. 
Chloe: Friday was good fun. I was on the Red Chillies side. My team captain was Mrs. Porter. We made a vegetarian 
curry and won.                                                                             
Bella: I voted for the Green Peas; they made the best tasting noodles. I also helped out showing parents where to 
sit. 

This week in Food Tech, Acer Class asked to make cookies. We used our 
measuring skills to weigh the ingredients and our fine motor skills to crack the 
eggs. 
 
Harry: I made cookies. I mixed the mixture.  
Josh:  We made cookies. They were chocolate ones. I mixed the butter and sugar. 
Owyn:  We made chocolate cookies. The mixture was sticky. I took them home for 
mum. 
Marcus: We made chocolate cookies. They looked delicious. I stirred the mixture. 
It was hard because it was so thick  
Aaron:  We made chocolate cookies. They were yummy.  
Max: We made cookies. I cracked the egg into the bowl. I took them home for 
my mummy, daddy and Lexi.  
Alfie: I Weighed the flour, butter and sugar. I also cracked the eggs into the bowl. 
They looked delicious. They looked more like brownies than cookies. 



Mrs Morris was fortunate to be able to join the DofE expedition group as an assessor 
for 10 Grange Academy students went out last Thursday and Friday. The expedition 
was split up into two teams with a route that started at Harold Odell Country Park 
over two days of walking. The expedition aim was to practice cooking skills and rate 

the food according to taste and texture. The 
teams were so lucky with the weather as it 
stayed lovely and sunny and mostly dry! 
 
Kyle:  The trip was alright, the walk was 
relatively easy. I loved being outdoors, it was 
great to be in the countryside. I loved the smell of the farm and I am pleased 
that I was able to read a map well. My favourite bit was when we rolled a 
log down a mound. Next time I will pack less stuff and make sure that there is 
nothing heavy!  
Anna:  It has been exhausting but I feel 

proud that I have completed my first night at a campsite. The roll mat was 
uncomfortable and the zip on my sleeping bag did not zip up but I still slept. I liked 
being with DM, she was fun to be with. Next time I will make sure that we don’t get 
lost and have to walk further than we need to.   
Daniella:  I loved the walk but my feet hurt! The best bit was walking all the way, I 
liked looking at all the houses. I did not sleep well because the ground was hard 
but I did sleep. The food was very good, I loved the marshmallows and the 
sandwiches.  
Allen:  I liked reading the maps to show us where to go. I feel proud that I walked 
from Harold to Bromham. I liked cooking pasta- it tasted a bit squishy. I did not add 
any sauce. Next time I would like to walk further!  
Allan:  It was fun to be out with my friends, it was entertaining to hear KC laugh. I 
cooked an all day breakfast minus the eggs, beans and mushrooms. The walk was 
terrible because my feet hurt and my bag was really heavy. Next time I will pack less stuff to make my bag lighter.  
Oumar:  I liked making the food, sleeping in the tents and running around. The 
walk was tiring – it was the worst thing but I feel great that I did it.  
Lex: I liked that I got to sleep because I thought that I would be awake the whole 
night. The walk was painful – my rib cage hurt even though I packed the bare 
minimum. Next time I will try to spread out the weight more. I am mostly proud of 
myself for setting up the tents so well.   
Logan:  I liked making sandwiches. I was pleased that I knew where I was when I 
woke up. The walk was tiring everything on my body hurts but I saw lots of animals 
– even a friendly dog. Next time, I would like to use a Sedgeway!  
Quintin:  I had a good time, I like walking in nature. QR 
Callum:  I loved the walking because I got to see a lot of nature. The cooking was 
good, I had pasta and sausages. It was easy to use the little stove. Next time I will 
bring a bigger tent because when I stretched out, I squashed AI!  
Mrs Morris: It was lovely to observe this group working together so well, showing 
excellent Grange Values and using the knowledge and skills that they have learned during DofE lessons. They spoke 
about the different foods that they had and what textures the foods had, and if the liked the flavours. Both teams 
rated their foods out of 5.  They fully met the 20 conditions of the expedition section with enthusiasm and skill. They 
all passed their Bronze Expedition. I would like to extend a special tank you to all the staff and volunteers who have 
made this trip possible and so enjoyable for these pupils.  

Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Expedition 
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Hazel class enjoyed the Great Food Showdown last Friday and some of 
the class  were on their Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Expedition. 
 
Alfie: Today ready steady cook came into school. My friends from my 
class, Tamsin and Kade cooked some food with Miss Porter. It was 
amazing to watch and to sample their food that they cooked. 
Allan: I had so much fun on the Duke of Edinburgh camping trip. I really 
enjoyed camping it was so much fun. Me and Kyle and Callum had a 
good time. The walk that we had to do was very long but it was fun. 
Tamsin: I liked when I was part of the ‘Ready, Steady Cook’ because I was 
very proud that my team won the cook off. Everybody cheered for me 
and Kade. It was very nerve-racking because there were loads of people 
watching us, but I did it and I was proud of myself. The whole school voted 

for us to win. 
Jasmine: Today I have enjoyed ready steady cook at school. The red 
team won. I learned that cheese had protein in. At the end of the 
food showdown the music goes faster. 
Kailey: Today we had ready steady cook where people have to 
cook something in 15 minutes. I found it really fun and I'm happy that 
the red team won.  
Kyle: I really enjoyed the Duke of Edinburgh camping trip. I enjoyed 
the walking and going on the trip with my friends. 
Oskar: I really enjoyed watching the ‘Ready Steady Cook’ 
showdown. I tasted the red chilli teams food that they made. It was 
really awesome and spectacular. I am glad they won. 
Kade: This week I was participating in the ‘Ready Steady Cook’ 
showdown. My team won. It was really fun. I would do it again so I 
can have the chance of winning again. 

After having a busy week of assessments, Willow have been on the creative side 
this week. We have been designing our own islands and creating are own pirates in 
ICT. We also have started decorating our boat with Oak class which we really 
enjoyed. 
 
Robert: My island had robots on it.  
Kaleem: It was fun painting with Oak.  
Courtney: We designed our islands on 
3D paint.  

Max: I put huts on my island.  
Ruby: We did our own pirate ships and rock pools on Purple Mash.  
Summer: The pirate ship looks good.  
Robin: I put a volcano on my island.  
Kaiden: We used lots of brown paint for the ship and worked as a team.  
Jordan: I did some painting.  
Hannah: I like having Wednesdays afternoon with Oak class.  
Jack: It took me a while to plan my island but I am happy with it.  

It’s been a busy week in Sycamore class with lots going 
on; we’ve had people going on a Duke Of Edinburgh 
(DofE) award hike, the Job Centre Plus team coaching us 
on interview skills and some people going to Bedford 
College for a transition day.   
 
RJ:  Lots of the class went off to transition day, as I’m 
going to a different place I stayed back in class. There 
were only a few of us in class all day and I liked that. We 
had a cup of tea in the morning.  
Chiara:  We went to Bedford College, in the morning we 
had lessons and the tutors explained to us how 
everything works, they said that instead of using rules 

they expect us to follow instructions in College. They are 
hoping that we treat them with 100% respect the same 
as they treat us. We had a tour and saw where 
everything is – it's so big that there’s even elevators at 
the college. In the afternoon we chilled and I made a 
new friend called Amy.  
Anna:   I did work experience with Elm class this week. I 
worked as an LSA, I helped the class with their learning.  
April:  I went to visit Bedford College. It was nerve-
wracking at first, but I got used to it and I made some 
friends. Also, my friend Skye was with me in the same 
class. We got to know everyone that was in our class by 
talking about ourselves.  
Skye:  I went to visit Bedford College for our transition 
day, and we met all the different teachers that we will 
have in our lessons and they took us on a tour of the 
college so we know where everything is. We got to know 
each other and I made new friends in my class.  
Lex: I enjoyed my time at the transition to Bedford 
college. I made friends with a boy called Malachi, I am 
looking forward to going to college.  
Demaris:  I have been doing a lot of work experience 
lately working as an LSA in Primary we have been 
painting a ship for their topic lessons.  
 



Walnut 

Pine 

Pine class have had a continually active week this week. 
 
Ewan: I have been working with Job Centre Plus this week and they 
have been helping me learn how to prepare for an interview. We are 
having a practice interview with them on Friday. The interview will help 
me prepare for a real one. When I leave college, I would like to work 
in a shop stacking shelves. I am going to make my CV and try and get 
a job when I am 16 years old. 
Daniela: I went to Bedford college on Wednesday it was peaceful 
and calm. My teacher showed me the craft room and the cafeteria 
and other rooms in the college. I am going to be happy go to Bedford 
College because it was a calm day. 
Ben: In Social Skills this week I played board games with my friends 
from Acer class. I played a new game called ‘Can you spot it first?’ I 
chose a card and I had to find the picture on the board to match it. 

The board was covered in tiny pictures, and they were hard to spot. I tried to 
beat Ashlee but she beat me!  
Gabriel: I went on a transition day to Bedford College, and it was quite 
different from Grange Academy. It was bigger and I am going to be learning 
adult subjects. I am looking forward to going there in September. 
Grigoriy: I am looking forward to sports day this summer. I am in red house and 
my friend Daniel is too. There will be different teams and we will be playing lots 
of games. I have been looking forward to sports day all year! 
Ashlee: This week I visited Bedford College on their transitioning day. It was very 
scary meeting new people. I met an old friend from my primary school, and 
we were in the same group. I had a tour of the college and we played maths 
games and did a bit of English. I was given the expectation rules for when I 
attend college and I am going to really like it there. 
Allen: I went on my DofE expedition, and I really enjoyed my camping. We put 
up our own tents and made pasta over a campfire. My favourite part was 
making maps to see where we were going. 
 

This week we have created our own sea monsters. We were inspired by 
sea monsters from traditional tales and movies like Moby Dick and the 
Kraken. The students created mind maps then planned their ideas before 
making their designs in salt dough. We are going to paint them once 
they have dried out. 
 
Aidan: Mine is a long, slim creature with sharp teeth and 3 fins. Inspired 
by a giant sandworm. 
Tammi: My creature is a mermaid. Also called a siren in Greek Mythology. 
Mermaids live in water. Mermaids lure sailors and try to drown them! 
Scarlett: My creature had lots of eyes. My dough was a bit too dry, so it 
did not stick together very well. It looks horrible. 
Lucas: I made an eel shaped creature. It has lots of horns on its back and 

a beak mouth.  
Amy: I took time making my creature. I used tinfoil inside the dough to give it shape. I created lots of sharp teeth to 
go inside its mouth. It looks very realistic. 
Kyle: My sea monster was human shape with a skeleton showing. It has tinfoil inside to give it shape. It would be 60m 
tall like a giant.  
Jake: My monster was based on the Kraken which is a giant octopus.  
Baron: My monster is based on Godzilla. It took me lots of time to make. It had to stand up. 
Harry: This is the story to go with Harry’s creation.  
 
Koliono Story: There was a sea monster called Koliono. It was a giant crab with HUMONGOUS pinchers. 
It is found in the Indian Ocean and it lives in a cave. People who go scuba diving in the Indian Ocean gets caught 
by Koliono. A person once was swimming in the Indian Ocean and the dreadful Koliono caught it. The person got 
out alive but Marine researchers don’t know why to this day. We will never know why Koliono hunts it’s prey. 

 
Mayson: My creature would live on an island far out in the sea. It can go on land 
and water. 
Mya: My creature is a happy creature. It 
was based on a sea serpent. Like the 
Midgard Serpent that we have read about 
in our English lessons about Norse Myths. 
The Midgard serpent can stretch around 
the entire world. I put tin foil in mine to give 
it shape so its head could stand up. 
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Palm 

Elm 

It was Palm’s class assembly this week.  There  assembly theme was about 
Challenge.  Palm class have though about how they can challenge themselves to 
learn or improve their skills during the summer holidays. 
 
Katie:  My summer challenge is to learn more tricks on my bike without falling over.  
I will need to practice and focus and keep trying my best. 
Bradley: My Summer challenge is doing a science experiment. I really love science. 

Science really inspires me, helps me to learn more and I want to do more practical experiments over the holidays. 
Daniel:  I will learn to play football with a team, I will try to score the goal and pass it to someone. 
Malachi:  I like swimming because I have done this before and I practice by myself. It is easy to swim in the water 
when you have learnt.  My summer challenge is to have a swimming race with my brothers and to swim 5 lengths of 
the pool. 
Quintin:  l rode my bike for 25km. My summer challenge is to go for a longer bike ride with my brother.  
Karanveer:  When I play football I learnt how to shoot and dribble.  My summer challenge is to play football again. 
Maks:  My summer  challenge is to ride my bike a long distance, maybe 53 km. 
Tino:  In the Summer holidays I am going to the swimming pool. 
With my Mum, because it keeps me fit and healthy. 
Alexis:  I like walking with my sister, we went on a walk for 2 hours 56 minutes, we  were back home for dinner time. 
My summer challenge is to go on more longer walks, maybe 4 -5 hours long!       

Here at Grange we are incredibly 
lucky to have so many extra-
curricular activities, last week was 
World Music Day and Elm class 
celebrated this by enjoying a 
musical performance.  
 
Oliver: I like the Toy Story Song, ‘You 
Got a Friend in Me’. The man 
played a guitar 
Adam: It was a bit loud, but I 
enjoyed the man who sang ‘Toy 
Story’ and ‘Shape of You’. 
Megan: I liked all the songs we 
listened to, it felt weird to watch a 

live performance because I have never seen a live music 
performance before. 
Chibunna: I play the violin. I like my teacher Will. He 
teaches me to play notes. I can play ‘Dance of 
Madness’ and ‘Clown Dance’. I can play long notes and 
short notes. 
Tristan: I learned how to play the recorder, I copy the 
sound and the pictures of where to put my fingers. 
Samuel: I liked the Toy Story song, but I do not like the 
film. I like the sound of the guitar because it is so cool. 
Calvin: I like playing the recorders, I like blowing them 
and I like singing. I like playing Marvel songs like 
Spiderman! 
Naomi: We all went to the hall to watch the people 
playing guitars. I like ‘Shape of You’. 

Ash 

In science we have explored the forces 
push and pull. We went in the hall to try 
them out.  
Lucy:  I push the scooter to make it go.  
Olivia:  Olivia enjoyed pushing the pram.  
Carter: I pulled the turnip.  
Alex:  I want pull fast please.  
Hamza:  Push scooter.  
Aneyk: Pulling Mr. Gray on the ride. 

In Maths, we have been learning about money; recognising coins and notes; counting 
money; adding and subtracting money. In our PSHE sessions we have also been learning 
about financial education learning about; where money comes from; saving; keeping 
money safe and more. Our new reward system in class, Maple Money, is also helping us 
to learn about saving and spending. We each have our own bank account and debit 
card. Every day we earn money for coming to school, completing our work and our 
assigned class jobs. We have to pay ‘rent’ every two weeks and we have to look after our 
own set of equipment, or we have to ‘buy’ new items. Every other week we get to spend 
our money in the class shop or choose to save up for one of the bigger items such as 
extra play or sitting on the sofa.  
 
Tyrese: When we go to the shop, we must use our card to pay 
for things from the shop or the sofa. I like earning my own money 
because I can buy stuff that I want. I got pocket money at 
home too for doing my jobs at home! 
Aishah: I save my money for sitting on the sofa. Yes it was fun! 

Riley: I’m the librarian so I tidy up the books or help Mrs Hogben collect the new reading 
books. 
Kajetan: We get job and money goes into the bank. 
Alfie: You can get money from the bank. You can keep money safe in your piggy bank. 
You need to get a job for money. I would like to be a train driver because I love trains.  
Alex: For my job I am part of the technology team. I get out the laptops and help people 
when they are stuck on their computers. 
Ibrahim: We were adding money and we had to add the pounds first and then the 
pence.  
Jerome: We have learnt about the value of pennies and pounds. 



Oak class and Ash class enjoyed a trip out to the park last Friday! We had a sensory story on the ship in the park. We 
enjoyed ‘Shark in the Park’ and noticed the leaves on the trees and how they will have changed over the seasons. It 
was so nice to get out in the community. 
 
Amelia: It’s got to be one of my favourites. It was actually lots of bubbles. It’s a shark in the park! 
Cody: I was playing on the boat and I jumped off the wheel! 
Dejon: (Signed) Swing high. Bubbles. 

Jeffrey: The swings was the best bit. I swinged it 
was so fun. 
Noah: I’ve got to say the sand pit was the best 
because it was all sandy and I like the way it 
feels. 
Ryan: About the slide and I swinging on the 
height! 
Steven: I played on my laptop in Willow. 
Toby: Swing! Play with Noah. 
Ugne: It was Shark in the Park. We have Shark in 
the Park book, flags, bubbles! 

Oak 
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Diary Dates 

Parents Evening Tuesday 12th July 2022 

Last Day of Term (FINISH AT 1 PM) Friday 22nd July 2022 


